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I have developed a 12-step curriculum for the Code To Grow students to follow through the school year
between their summers attending coding camp. This is a self-guided program with weekly mentoring calls
that lets them work at their own pace while learning the basics of how to code in Python. They come away
from this program with great skills, more confidence, and a strong foundation to continue down the
computer science path in middle school and high school and then to college.

Goal
The goal is of course to make learning how to code easy and interesting. I’ve always found myself thriving
in project-based learning, especially when it is self-paced, so the curriculum is fashioned as such. When I
was starting out making games, I had to scavenge the internet for tutorials and resources in order to
successfully gain the knowledge to code what I wanted to code. The curriculum could be described as a
more refined version of this.

Execution

Purpose
The purpose of each assignment is to teach a new concept. It does this by instructing the student to create
a program that, unbeknownst to the student, can only practically be created using the new concept the
assignment is aiming to teach.

Given Information
● The objectives of what the program is supposed to do are clearly listed, and a video demonstrating

the full possible output of the program the student should aim to create is provided. A piece of
example code is also provided. This code utilizes the new concept in the way the student needs to in
order to successfully satisfy the assignment but gives it a different coat of paint. However, the
example code is not similar enough to where the student could copy and paste code.



Example of objectives for an assignment. Objectives will vary drastically depending on the module.

● Both video and written resources are given to the student that pertain to new concepts, and contain
all the information needed to utilize the new concept to the extent necessary.

An example of a resources section.

● Each assignment also contains the solution to the previous assignment. The code will be
commented on extensively, and all comments persist across solutions, so if the student is rusty with
earlier concepts they still have a recent reference. The student's code is not required to be identical



to the solution, instead, it simply provides a fallback if things get too messy, and illuminates to the
student another way of solving the problem, which is beneficial in the long run.

A snippet of code from a solution

Outside Help
The student meets with a mentor for an hour or two once a week. Here is where the roadblocks the student
will inevitably come across will be overcome by the mentor. Additionally, if the student considers the
assignment to be done, the mentor will look at the code and give it a seal of approval if it gets the job done,
and the student will move on to the next project.

Infrastructure
We use a combination of GitHub Classroom and visual studio code to provide an excellent and
command-line-free experience for the students, regardless of their operating system or computer power. I’ll
spare the technical details, but all the student has to do is download visual studio code with some
extensions, download Python, and log in with the GitHub account we’ll give them. Then, they can clone
assignments to their local machine with a quick button press, and edit their code in real-time with their
mentor. Plus, the mentor can open up an online instance of visual studio code with the student's code at
any time, allowing for quick and easy access.

Conclusion
Overall, the curriculum is designed to be something I would’ve loved to have done when I was still learning
to code. I believe that kids who have a passion for coding will really enjoy this method of learning, and I
can’t wait to put it out in the field in the coming months. Hopefully, this curriculum will aid in the overall
mission of Code To Grow, and really give a conduit to the passion for coding these kids have.


